
 

GUILLEM ALBÀ & THE ALL IN ORCHESTRA 

MARABUNTA 
crazy clown & live music show 

 
 

"MARABUNTA" is crazy. But it is a classy chaos. 

You don't want to mess up your hair? Then you're going to lose your pants. But always 

with a smile on your face. 

 

"MARABUNTA"  is the latest work from GUILLEM ALBÀ & “THE ALL IN ORCHESTRA”. 

It is a Clown show, which is vigorous and energetic, propelled by the best live music. 

 

A sketch comedy, with a precise, mathematical flowing rhythm. On stage, the artists 

strive to make everything pointless, trying to make nothing understandable. 



Original Music. Absurd jokes. Cabaret. Nothing makes sense and everything is 

possible. No pre-established order. A buffoon's chaos. Improvisation: Come out and 

play. Have fun no matter what, and who knows what will happen today...or 

tomorrow...or the day after…This is our jungle, do you want to have a laugh? Then 

you are invited. 

 

The expert young clown up on stage is about to explode with insanity. It's GUILLEM 

ALBÀ. Look at him. This is it. He is here. Our frontman has zero class or dignity. You 

do not want him for anything, but he wants to give it away. You'd better be careful, 

don't fasten your safety belts. He is insane and capable of doing anything. You are 

going to relax and let yourself go…We promise not to hurt you. 

 

Further back, you'll see six silhouettes.  Playing safe and giving their best game in 

Midfield. It's “THE ALL IN ORCHESTRA”. Fast fingers. Hot blooded. Able to tame any 

musical style that's put in front of them. Couple this with them playing in the 

background, they are a mature talent and savoir faire. They never have an ace up 

their sleeve. All-In. 

 

Come in. What would you take away? Do yourself a favour and forget about 

everything. A new vision is about to reach your retinas. Unplug your phones and your 

brains. This is the antidote, the magic powder and the vitamin C.  It's the game 

without additives. Live and direct. 

 

This is "MARABUNTA" . This is the total show. 

 

 

 



 

 

Original Idea, Script and Music: GUILLEM ALBÀ & THE ALL IN ORCHESTRA  

Artists: Guillem Albà, Manu Estoa, Iñaki Marquiegui, Edgar Gómez, Martí Soler / 

Roger Bas, Albert Comaleras, & Roc Albero / Ramon Figueras.  

Artistic Director: Direcció artística: Guillem Albà.  

Music Director: Iñaki Marquiegui & Manu Estoa. 

Sound: Marc Palet.  

Lighting: Oriol Ibáñez / Ignasi Solé.  

Lyrics: Pau Escribano / Anna Roig / Tatiana Sánchez  

Voice-over: Àngel Llàcer  

Manager:  Blai Rodríguez  

 

"MARABUNTA" is production of GUILLEM ALBÀ & THE ALL IN ORCHESTRA. 



 

 

 

 


